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Portable heavy-duty mobile cart
Supports two displays up to 80 kg (176 lb) in total
Centre camera shelf included
800 mm / 31.5" height adjustment
[Note: once installed the height cannot be adjusted]
Removable wheels for non-portable variation
Removable rear legs to lean against walls

Need to install a Microsoft Teams or Zoom room? Vision’s
VFM-F51T Dual trolley makes it easy to install two displays
on one �oor stand. This kit comprises the portable F51T
with a dual-display adaptor rail, and a second wall mount.

The F51T has manual height adjustment, so you can raise
it high for bigger rooms, or lower it to align with the height
of a meeting table.

Components included:

SWL 80 kg (176 lbs)
The F51T uses heavy-gauge components to support the
weight. The weight of all displays combined cannot exceed this.

Four cartons
This kit contains 1 x VFM-F51T �oor stand (comes in two cartons
strapped together), 1 x VFM-F50_DL rail accessory, and 1 x VFM-
W8X6 wall mount. If you need a different combination you can
order each part separately.

Hide Mess
The front cover is removable, facilitating cable routing. And you
can conceal source devices or power distribution boards inside the
column.

Landscape or Portrait
Vision's VESA mounts support portrait or landscape orientation.

800 mm / 31.5" Height Adjustment
The height of the display can be altered during assembly to suit
the audience.

Camera Shelf
Positioning the camera at the center of the two screens enhances
the impression of natural eye contact for remote participants.
The F51T stand offers the �exibility to �x a center shelf above,
below, or between the two screens. If using a smaller camera like
the Logitech Brio, the platform part of the shelf assembly can be
omitted.

2 x Displays
Support two displays from 55" to 86". Each display can weight up
to 40 kg. The aluminium rail comes in three parts and allows side
to side adjustment of the displays.

Non-Portable / Free-Standing
Sometimes users need a non-portable free-standing solution, so
simply remove the wheels and �t the adjustable feet. The feet are
low pro�le to reduce trip hazards.

END OF LIFE
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Glass Walls
Do you have a meeting room with a non-structural or glass
wall? The F51T feet can be con�gured to safely support the stand
leaning against glass. Changing the rear leg angle allows
positioning the display against the wall without any load on it.

SPECIFICATIONS

VFM-F51T/D Dual Flat Panel Floor Stand

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
See CAD

SAFE WORKING LOAD
80 kg / 176 lbs (40 kg / 88 lbs per display)

CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL
Steel, Aluminium

COLOUR
Powercoated Matt Black

VESA SIZES
800 x 600 mm 800 x 500 mm 800 x 400 mm 600 × 600 mm 600 x
500 mm 600 × 400 mm 500 x 500 mm 500 x 400 mm 400 x 600
mm 400 × 400 mm 400 x 300 mm 400 × 200 mm 300 × 400 mm
300 × 300 mm

HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT RANGE
800 mm / 31.5"

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED
8 x M5 16 mm screw 8 x M6 16 mm screw 8 x M6 25 mm screw 8
x M8 30 mm screw 8 x M8 50 mm screw 8 x 15 mm thick nylon
spacers (for 2S 85" Microsoft Surface Hub) 8 x 20 mm thick nylon
spacers (for 2S 85" Microsoft Surface Hub) 1 x Camera Shelf 2 x
Extrusion end covers 12 x T-Slot M6 Bolts with T-Slot nuts

WARRANTY
Lifetime return-to-base

COMPLIANCES
RoHS
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